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Huge "Atlas" moth & white powder found lying directly in front of photograph of
Robbert v/d Broeke's deceased grandmother. Photo: Peter v/d Broeke

Around 6:00 am Monday morning, January 11, 2010, Saskia van den Broeke
(Robbert's elder sister) arose in Hoeven, Holland and discovered a very large
unfamiliar insect and a considerable amount of an unknown white powder, lying

on a small table in the family's living room--immediately in front of a photo of her
deceased maternal grandmother. This grandmother's photo, along with those of
other deceased famiiy members, had just been placed on the table with a few pink
cloth roses in a small ceramic vase the night before by Mrs. v/d Broeke…and
Saskia saw that some of these roses had been burned around their edges.

Small corner table in v/d Broeke living room with photos of deceased
relatives. Red arrows point to moth & burned roses.
Photo: Peter v/d Broeke

The insect was quickly identified as an "Atlas" moth (the largest moth species)
which is known to be indigenous only to SE Asia and Indonesia. These moths
cannot survive as far north as The Netherlands and, unquestionably, not in the
middle of winter. [As can be seen in the photo above, one of the French doors
has been opened to show there is snow on the ground outside.]
Robbert, who had been up all Sunday night (as is his habit), had noticed nothing
unusual on the table by the time he turned out the lights and went upstairs to bed
sometime between 5:00 am – 5:30 am.

It should be pointed out also that Robbert had felt no unusual "energy" present in
the house that night--as he almost always does when something anomalous is
about to occur--and, apparently, he did not take any photos during that evening as
he so frequently does.

Tape measure shows the "Atlas" moth ("Attacus atlas") to have a 20 cm wing-span.
Photo: Roy Boschman

Relevant facts may be that both Robbert's younger sister, Madelon, and his
mother, as well as his maternal grandmother (in front of whose photo the moth
and white powder appeared) are(were) unusually "sensitive" and have(had)
experienced what are generally called "psychic" events frequently. Mrs.v/d Broeke
regularly experiences the same "precognitive" awareness of impending unusual
events (particularly the arrival of new crop circles) as does Robbert, and both she
and Madelon have seen (visually) a wide range of bizarre phenomena in their
home since Robbert was born.
Also, Mrs. v/d Broeke is particularly fond of butterflies and there have been other
inexplicable appearances of these insects (two "Peacock" butterflies in December
2009 in a locked cabinet) in the home, but never before with the attendant white
powder or with evidence of anything having been burned. Both she and Robbert
interpreted the presence of the Atlas moth as being directly related to the spiritual
"presence" of Mrs. v/d Broeke's mother--Robbert's deceased maternal
grandmother.

One of the pink cloth roses in the vase next to Robbert's grandmother's photo--clearly
burned along some of the petal edges. Photo: Peter v/d Broeke

Because of the amount of white powder scattered on and around the moth and
also all over the cloth roses we wondered, first, whether this was the same white
powder frequently found in some of the crop circles which appear in the fields
around Hoeven?
There was more evidence that burning had occurred in this incident. The sealed
window-frame to the left of the patio doors (the downstairs windows don't open—
they are all permanently set in their frames), about 2-1/2 to 3 ft. behind the table
with the burned roses, also showed clear burn-marks and bubbling of the paint on
its wooden frame, a foot or so above the height of the tallest rose.

Clear burning & bubbling of paint on sealed window-frame about 2-1/2 ft. behind
table & approx.1 ft. above height of tallest rose.
Photo: Roy Boschman

And in addition to the burned and bubbled paint on the window-frame (behind and
to the left of the table with the moth and burned roses) and directly beneath this
scorched area—there was a small pile of the white powder scattered along the
stone edging at the bottom of the window and on the floor itself.

Do the burn marks on the window-frame & and the white powder directly beneath them
indicate the causative energy somehow entered the room here, or that
it "exploded" upon exit? Photo: Roy Boschman

Multiple scientific analyses (both by BLT's scientific consultants here in the U.S.
http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/2009whitepowder.php and by Dutch scientists
http://www.bltresearch.com/eyewitness/eyewitness8a.php - part2 ) have shown
repeatedly that the white powders from the Dutch crop circles are an extremely
pure (99.99%), laboratory-grade magnesium carbonate ("hydromagnesite") in a
chemical structure [Mg5(CO3)4(OH)2-4(H2O)] used, among other applications,
as a fire retardant. And, since the edges of the cloth roses and the window-frame
were both clearly burned, we can't help but wonder whether the presence of the

white powder on this occasion, inside the van den Broeke home, is related to its
known fire-retardant capability?

Did the white powder splashed over the cloth roses just above the Atlas moth keep
the roses (and maybe the moth also) from burning up?

Above, we can see that the infrared spectrum from the January 11, 2010 white
powder associated with the Atlas moth matches the IR Reference spectrum for
pure Magnesium Carbonate Hydrate. Below, see the 5 previous IR spectra results
from analyses of the 1997 white powder left by the brilliant light-ball which rotated
on Robbert's balcony (http://www.bltresearch.com/eyewitness/eyewitness7.php)
and white powder deposits left in four separate crop circle events in 2007 and
2009, which are reported as being "identical to [the white] powders from Holland
which were previously analyzed by this laboratory."

Also, we know from multiple previous examinations (including SEM/EDS, isotopic
ratio analysis, inductively-coupled mass spectroscopy, as well as XRD analysis
(http://www.bltresearch.com/robbert/2009whitepowder.php) that this white powder

is an extremely pure (99.99%) magnesium carbonate whose chemical structure
shows it is highly refined hydromagnesite with known fire-retardant properties.
We also obtained a control sample of hydromagnesite from the well-known
chemical supply company Alfa Aesar for comparison—and the IR spectrum from
this laboratory-produced control produces almost exactly the same IR spectrum
as did the white powder associated with the 2010 "Moth" event (and, also, all the
other white powder analyses), with one slight difference: the Alfa Aesar control
sample contains roughly 2% of another component which could not be precisely
identified by IR.

But XRD examination of the Alfa Aesar control by Dr. Dennis D. Eberl identified
this component as "Brucite Mg3(OH)6." Dr. Eberl states that it is to be expected
that each sample of hydromagnesite produced by different chemical companies
will vary slightly and that the trace of Brucite in this Alfa Aesar control means that
"some of the Mg did not react with CO3 and become completely hydrated."

Dr. Eberl's XRD shows 2% Brucite in Lab-produced Hydromagnesite.

On the evening of January 12, 2010 Robbert's friend Roy arrived to see the Atlas
moth and to take more photos and measure the insect. At about 1:00am (now
January 13th), Roy went out to his car (parked directly in front of Robbert's home)
to get his tape-measure while Robbert stood in the open front doorway. As Roy
walked carefully (it was approximately -10° C outside and there was lots of ice)
Robbert suddenly saw a "flash" of light in front of the car and then, immediately, a
second one—a tennis-ball-sized blue "light-ball" which splashed into fragments of
light as it impacted the windshield of Roy's car. Robbert called out to Roy to go
look at his windshield, which Roy then did.
Since Roy was looking down watching his footing he didn't see either light-flash.
But as soon as he got to the front of his car he saw what, at first, he thought was a
leaf on one of the wipers. Retrieving his camera from a jacket pocket Roy took a
photo and when the flash went off he saw that it wasn't a leaf, but instead another
insect —this time a butterfly, also indigenous only to southern latitudes (SE
Asia, Indonesia and Australia).

Night of Jan. 12-13, 2010 (1:00am), "Tailedjay" butterfly (upside-down) on
windshield, deposited by blue "light-ball." Photo: Roy Boschman

Robbert holding Tailedjay butterfly (here right-side up) retrieved from Roy's windshield
in -10° C weather in Holland. Photo: Roy Boschman

Tailedjay butterfly ("Graphium agamemnon"), indigenous only
to southern latitudes. Photo: Roy Boschman

There is another very curious fact relating to the appearance of the Tailedjay
butterfly on the windshield of Roy's car. Roy, for the last 5 years or so, has been
taking many of the photos of the crop circles which occur in Robbert's area, as
well as helping Robbert in other ways. In 1999 he and his partner, Nienke,
traveled to Australia and, while there, he took many photos—but only one of a
butterfly—a Tailedjay.
Since these butterflies live only in southern latitudes (and it's appearance in
Holland was in the middle of winter) it seems a remarkable coincidence.

The only photo of a butterfly taken by Roy while on a 1999 trip to
Cape Tribulation, Australia.

And it was just one year after the Atlas moth and Tailedjay butterfly appeared in
Holland, in January 2010, that the first confirmed crop circles were reported in
Indonesia. Both of these Indonesian formations occurred in rice fields, the first on
January 23, 2011 in Jakarta in a field directly underneath cross-country electric
high-voltage lines.

Aerial & ground photos of 230 ft.-diameter Jakarta (N. Yogyakarta Province), Java
rice formation, found about 6:00am after rain storm the night before.

The rice field was within 2 weeks of harvest and cross-country power lines went
directly over the formation. Villagers reported hearing many animal disturbances
during the night prior to the circle's discovery and report they could see no visible
damage to the delicate rice plants or any evidence of mud on the plants when the
formation was first discovered, in spite of the heavy rain the night before.
A second crop circle (also in a rice paddy) was reported on January 25, 2011 by a
farmer in the Wanujoyo hamlet in the Bantul district of Yogyakarta (also in Java),
about 5 km away from the January 23 formation. In this case the circle may have
been present for 10 days or so prior to its being reported and its design, although
thought to be "similar" in design to the earlier formation (resembling the "root" or
"Muladhara" chakra fom Hindu Tantrism), was smaller—measuring about 30m in
overall diameter.

2nd Indonesian crop formation, in Bantul & reported on Jan. 25, 2011, formed in both
mature (yellowish color) & early growth-stage (green strips) rice.

The Bantul formation was of particular interest in that it covered three different
strips of rice plants—the center yellowish section being very near harvest while
the green strips on either side were in an earlier growth-stage.

January 25, 2011 - Ground shot of 30m diameter Bantul crop circle, which may
have occurred as many as 10 days earlier.

Is there even a remote possibility that the appearance in Holland in January, 2010
of two insects which live only in southern latitudes could be related to the first crop
circles reported one year later in the very areas where these insects live?
In many cultures around the world butterflies symbolize change, and are often
associated with the "souls" of the departed. And, although none of Robbert's
immediate family is "religious" in a traditional sense, the appearance of the Atlas
moth directly in front of Robbert's deceased grandmother's photo was perceived
by the whole family as having "spiritual" significance--that it was an indication of
his grandmother's continuing awareness of her daughter and extended family.

The "Atlas" moth which appeared in the living room of the v/d Broeke home in Holland
in January 2010, now framed & hung in the family's home.

None of Robbert's family has ever traveled to SE Asia nor do they have known
ties to this part of the world. And, although it has taken me 16 years of watching
Robbert take photos of people who have died and years of being with him when
he "knew" exactly when and where new circles in his area were forming, I now
must take seriously the possibility that Robbert actually is in touch with a
consciousness external to himself, one to which our normal sense of "time" and
"space" constraints are meaningless….and which, perhaps, connects us all.

Island of Java, showing the area (Jakarta, circled in red) where the Indonesian
circles appeared in January, 2011.

And so I wonder if there is a connection between these January, 2011 crop circles
in Indonesia and the manifestations of the Atlas moth and the Tailedjay butterfly in
January, 2010 in Holland—half a world away and a year apart.
Those of us fortunate enough to actually know Robbert's generous spirit and
remarkable "intuitive" abilities have slowly learned to pay attention, particularly, to
his most casual, spontaneous remarks. Upon seeing his friend Roy's genuine
excitement at the appearance of the Atlas moth, Robbert remarked that "it would
be nice" if one would also appear for Roy. Within the hour the Tailedjay did.

"All matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force which brings
the particles of an atom to vibration which holds the atom together.
We must assume behind this force is the existence of
a conscious and intelligent mind.
This mind is the matrix of all matter."
--Max Planck
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